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                                             Editor: David Powell   

A free newsletter to all who share our interest in these fascinating and often enigmatic pieces. Please send the editor at least 

one 300 dpi JPEG scan, or a sharply focused photo print, of any interesting leaden token or tally  in your collection. Send 

images as email attachments to mail@leadtokens.org.uk   Please note that the old david@powell8041.freeserve.co.uk  ad-

dress advertised on earlier versions of LTT is no longer active. 

Some Early Scottish Bakers’ Farthings 

To start with this month, a trio of the Scottish “bakers’ farthings”; as the series are generally known; 

these are the series discussed in LTT_125-129, which contained mainly line drawings, so I thought it 

would be good to show some as they look in the flesh.  These specimens date from c.1805-15; by that 

time other trades had joined the ranks of the issuers, and the design has started to evolve towards that 

employed by the earliest of what are now often known as the “unofficial” copper and brass farthings.  

Dalton and Hamer’s standard work on 18th cent tokens shows 

some of the earlier ones current in Edinburgh c.1770-80, and they 

are cruder, more like what might normally appear in these pages.  

Quite a number of them have large single letters on the back, most 

frequently “F” for farthing.  The origin of Fig.4 is unknown; the 

style and the “F” fit the early Edinburgh series nicely, but the “2” 

does not; issuers’ initials predominated.  So, two farthings, two 

loaves, or a different meaning for the “F” altogether? 

         

 

Readers’ Correspondence 
 

Some fine contributions this month, so thank you all.  First of all, Figs.1-3 from Simon Holloway, 

from the Ludlow area, who correctly points out that the western side of England and Wales are under-

represented in lead token finds, and sends in pictures of three pieces found in a field between Stokesay 

and Onibury, in Shropshire, near the Welsh border. I can’t do anything about which region chose to 

issue how  many tokens, I am afraid, but I will be pleased to redress the balance where possible!  Hav-

ing lived together for so many years, this trio have a pleasantly even patination. 

Simon also asks whether the very common six-petal design, type 1 in my classification system, could 

derive from what are known as apotropaic or witches marks, i.e. ritualistic protection symbols to pro-

tect against evil, used in an earlier age which was much more superstitious than ours.  I am aware that 
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the symbol often appears on buildings and furniture, as well as on other artefacts, and my thanks to 

Simon for pointing out an excellent introductory article on the subject at “https://

historicengland.org.uk/whats-new/features/discovering-witches-marks/what-are-witches-marks/ “.   

 

I think that the suggestion could well be correct, although how many of the rustic 

local issuers would still have been aware of those origins by the 16th/17th/18th 

cents I am unsure.  Perhaps some, and if the six petal symbol had come to be re-

garded as a good sign, as was clearly the case, then that would help it gain favour 

for selection when a token design was needed.  There is also a possibility that the 

six-petal might have been separately selected because it was easy to construct

{memories of early geometry lessons in the first year of secondary school, learning 

to draw with compasses and ruler}; however, I am sure that favourable folklore 

would often have reinforced the choice as well.   Fig.5 shows a typical example, 

Fig.4 another which looks uncharacteristically modern. 

        

Another piece for which we have an accurate findspot provenance is Jase Allen’s 

Fig.6, found in a field near Tamworth, Staffs.  Anchor tokens showing the chain 

attachment appear with moderate frequency but I am not sure I have seen one 

before where the shaft of the anchor has actually been broken to accommodate it.  

As Jase observed, the area could not be much further from the sea, but then he 

further enlightened me:  “The area has the river Anker passing through it and has 

turned up many navy related items. So far I've had an anchor pendant, navy but-

tons and a belt buckle with a scratched galleon on it. Also boys brigade items 

showing the anchor in the badge.”  So, we live and learn; I'd never heard of the river Anker, and if an-

yone finds any more anchor tokens in that vicinity we would be delighted to hear.  

 

The anchor is a frequent pub sign, of course, but usually in a more obviously maritime location. This 

is another example of there often being two or more, sometimes several, unrelated reasons, for a 

choice of token depiction, and a gentle reminder not to jump to too many early conclusions. 

 

Moving to some smaller pieces for our next couple of items, this pleasing 

quartet of pictures from Charlie Dixon {fig.7} showing the two sides of 

one piece at two different angles.  It is surprising how often it is worth 

turning a token round like this.  The piece came from the Thames and is 

only 12mm across, hence I have magnified it for obvious reasons.  The 

size and style dates it to about mid-16th cent, and the double-barred cross 

on the obverse appears  to suggest an ecclesiastic issue; however, it feels 

a little after the late 1530s Reformation date after which many such is-

sues terminated.  Any clues from the reverse, one then has to ask? If one 

can work out what it is, of course. 

 

Charlie suggests a teardrop, which feels rather unlikely, although I suppose it could have something to 

do with penance.  A mis-shaped “O” for oil, or a horseshoe, are other possibilities, although not sig-

nificantly better.  BNJ54 {1984} page 153 offers more of a clue, illustrating another double-barred 

cross in a slightly different setting {https://www.britnumsoc.org/publicns/bnj-articles-by-year}.   The 

associated text on pages 115-116 suggests that pieces of this type are Elizabethan communion tokens, 

not  of the Scottish type but more “méreau de presence”,  indicating at-

tendance at a service.  The suggestion elsewhere is that these were proba-

bly concerned more with church finance than discipline.  I have, however, 

seen a 13mm piece with a similar cross to Charlie’s but with a dog on the 

reverse, which seems a rather less churchy choice of subject matter. 

 

Another Thames find in need of magnification, partly because of its size but partly because of an un-

certain reverse, is Giovanni Forlino’s Fig.8.  It dates very obviously from the early-mid 17th cent, but 

the object on the second side, no doubt a shop sign, is somewhere between a trident-cum-lis, a shrub 
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and a candlestick, all with a few prickly protrusions on the side.  Anybody who cares to guess, please 

write in.  Also worth noting in passing are: 

 The presence of fine beading round the edge,  this being quite an early example. 

 The forename initial K, which according to Williamson was quite rare in the 17th cent. 

Katharine is statistically the most likely probability, despite the fact that only about 4-5% of to-

ken issuers were reckoned to be female. 

Another piece from Giovanni is Fig.9, this time 18th cent in origin and exuding apparent symbolism. 

Arriving only very shortly after Richard Wingett’s supposedly masonic piece shown in LTT’s last edi-

tion {bottom of page 3}, I wondered whether this one had similar origins, but Richard, who kindly 

gave me his views on it, thinks probably not.  There are a number of pieces of this date and size which 

show a variety of letters and pictures in their four quarters {see the back page of LTT_83 for more}, 

but this group of objects are amongst the most diverse selections I have seen on one.  They must have 

meaning, so if anyone can work out what it is, please let us know! 

 

Anna Borzello’s rather curious and very pewter little piece {Fig.10} is probably 17th cent or early 

18th, although I’m guessing at the diameter; once again I have magnified it to persuade it to reveal its 

mysteries.  The reverse hints at a cartwheel with bent spokes, or a starfish; most probably it is intend-

ed to be a sun in splendour, a not uncommon shop or inn sign.  What however, of the obverse?  One 

would expect initials, but it appears to depict two people sitting, pleading, looking up to the right.  Am 

I being over-imaginative, or is that just a rather crudely rendered “LK”? 

 

We are all very used  to finding type 12 quartered geometrics, especially those with a nest of inverted 

chevrons in as per Fig.11, but congratulations to Ashley van Quailskin for finding  a thirded geometric 

along similar lines; i.e. with the segments divided into three rather than four, and the chevrons having 

a 120 degree angle rather than 90.   I haven't seen that before; very simple, but pleasant to see a vari-

ant on the usual. Basic geometric designs are usually divided into twos and fours, not threes.  I guess 

that with the outer chevrons worn or missing on two of the three angles, as shown, one might conceiv-

ably argue that it is meant to be a tree; but picture it at another angle and fail to turn it round, and pos-

sibly one would not even think of it. 

 

Somewhat along the same lines, dividing the field into three, is Ash Davison’s 

Fig.13; a typical mid-18c hybrid playing on a combination of the standard token 

stock types, but one I haven't seen before.  Harking back to the Shropshire pieces 

on the first page, one can see not six petals but three, with, between them, not an-

other petal but the inverted arc of a circle.  For more examples of these compounds 

and combinations of simple designs, see LTT_86. 

 

Finally, this month, a piece which has been known to the British Numsimatic Journal for 116 years 

but, as far as I am aware, has been rarely seen.  Caldecott & Yates, writing in BNJ4 in 1907, described 

it as follows: 

 6. Obverse.—RN with King's bust (? James I.) half length 

with sceptre in right hand between.  

 Reverse.—IN ST. | MARTINS | LANE in three lines.  

 

Much of the material from this article was reproduced by 

Mitchiner & Skinner in their much quoted article in BNJ54, but in 

most cases, including this one, they neither knew the weight or had one to illustrate. Until, that is, Jack 

Jeffries found this one on the Thames foreshore recently; Fig.14, magnified, is BNJ54, piece S.216.   
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A Winetavern Token found in Lincolnshire 
 
My thanks to Michael O’Bee for sending in the two specimens shown, 

both found in Appleby, Lincs, just outside Scunthorpe. The first is a 

fairly standard BNJ53 type D, commonly known as a winetavern token, 

not because that was necessarily their use, but because a major hoard of 

such pieces was recovered from a street of that name in Dublin.  In fact, 

nearly every known piece in the series seems to come from central Lon-

don, specifically London Wall, or Winetavern Street, Dublin; so, one so 

far afield from either of those locations is, to say the least, interesting. 

 

The date for such pieces is late 13th cent,  or very early 14th.  The  sec-

ond is rather more enigmatic; it looks fairly early, but it is lead rather 

than pewter, and its armorial shield savours more of something like 

BNJ54 type L, which is mid-15th cent; except that the size of tokens tends to decrease towards 1500, 

rather than increase, so that this one again bucks the trend.  Its lion, if that is what it is meant to be, is 

very finely executed; the shield reasonably so, but not as well as a typical London-produced type L. 

 

Michael is one of a number of members of the Token Corresponding Society {TCS} who have pro-

duced books on the 17th cent tokens of their own counties in recent years; so, if any of those counties 

are yours, a look at them might be worth a go.   

 

A mention of the TCS, of which I am a member, whilst we are on the subject. We are an informal am-

ateur group of about 150  people, scattered around the country {plus a few abroad}, who are interested 

in a variety of tokens and like to do their own research.  Lead tokens are just one of the many catego-

ries of material covered.  The “C” is for “Corresponding”; we are a collaborative society, with mem-

bers whose interests cross over into each others’ specialists areas, enabling us to help each other out.  

Detecting  and collecting may be about the thrill of finding a piece; research is the thrill of finding out 

about it, but both very rewarding in their own way.  The highlight of the TCS year is when about 100 

of us get together for annual Congress in the autumn  for a weekend of talks and sharing of ideas. 

 

This newsletter, LTT, is now accommodated on the  TCS website {https://thetokensociety.org.uk/}, as 

will other material in time also be, as a way of protecting against the loss of authors and webmasters 

to the vagaries of life.  Do please have a browse around the rest of the site, which will grow in time.  

Apart from articles, all but the most recent quarterly bulletins are there, under “Publications”, and 

have a wealth of detail which can be searched via the  bulletin index on the same page.  Finally, if you 

ever fancy joining us, the coordinator {bulletin editor} is at  tokencorrespondingsociety@gmail.com  ! 
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A Load of Old Rubbish {and the tokens associated with it} 
 

The token on the right {Fig.1}, a Brussels city piece, was issued 

by the “Service de la Ferme des Boues”, which may be translat-

ed as the city refuse department, and has a value of “Un Tom-

bereau de Boues”, or a cart load of muck, specifically sludge.  I 

have been told, without supporting evidence, that it dates from 

c.1871, which is perfectly feasible, as octagonal brass tokens 

were regularly in use in French-speaking locations during the 

mid-19th cent.  In recent issues we have discussed token usage in connection with a variety of civic 

services, such as water distribution and fire prevention, and here perhaps is another.  Refuse disposal 

has been needed in all ages, by all members of society, in village, town or city.  No doubt those who 

carted it or processed it required payment for their services, and quite possibly with tokens per load 

handled as per the farm pickers.  A city like Brussels might use brass, but an 18th cent rural vil-

lage….?  Lead, I would think, if anything.  Maybe even in some of the towns and cities as well. 

 

        -:-:-:-:-:- 

 

The only token I have so far come across which is almost certainly a refuse disposal token, or pass, is 

Fig.2 {magnified 3:2}; in copper, and a little under farthing size, the piece of the Whitehaven Scaven-

ger.  Discussed at length in Michael Finlay’s excellent book on the mining tokens of West Cumber-

land, it was long thought of as just being a ticket for permission to scavenge the local beaches for coal, 

and that indeed would be consistent with the way we use the word scavenger now; however, Michael 

reveals that the role of “Scavenger” in Whitehaven was far from that of being an 18th cent mudlark, 

and was in fact an official post for which an Act of Parliament was created as far back as 1708.  The 

three paragraphs in Michael’s description which most sum up the need for such an official, his role 

and his relationship with the general public are as follows: 

So far so good {except if you happen to be in the post}; our friend the Scavenger seems to be in 

change of both rubbish collection and street sweeping for an entire town; which, as there appears to be 

only one of him, seems rather a thankless and unpleasant task.  Michael hints that, not surprisingly, it 

was difficult to recruit and retain personnel willing to undertake the role.  However, the need was not 

unique to Whitehaven, so I decided to consult some early newspapers to see if this concept of the 

Scavenger was known elsewhere.  Indeed, he was, and quite a common species too! 
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Adverts for the post of Scavenger appear fre-
quently in the Newcastle Courant during the 
1740s, sometimes with a hint that the post 
might have been contracted annually from 
Michaelmas to Michaelmas.  The one below is 
typical {NC, 26 Feb 1743}. 

 
It would appear that in this country the role of 
Scavenger was generally financed at the local 
authority’s expense, but in the only foreign 
practice in our sample {DM, 6 Jan 1743}, Paris 
proposed to implement a tax especially for the 
purpose: 

 
It would appear normal that a local authority 
put the job out to tender, but other large organi-
sation seem to have employed their own inter-
nal scavengers, as witness this example {DM, 8 
July 1748} when some were made redundant. 

 
The posts of dustman and roadsweeper are gen-
erally thought of as being very humble roles, 
and at the lowest level of everyday operation 
they undoubtedly were, as is hinted by some of 
the examples later; however, contrary to what 
was suggested by the Whitehaven account 
above, it would appear that scavenging activi-
ties were often sizeable operations headed by 
some fairly senior staff.  In one flood in Dublin  
over the New Year of 1725/26, the city’s Scav-
enging Dept. lost 37 horses which were 
drowned when their stable flooded {IJ, 15 Jan 
1726}.  

 
One man who bore the title Scavenger, amongst 
many others, was one John Mist, Esq. of Hil-
lingdon, now in outer NW London suburbia but 
then in rural countryside, whose death was re-
ported in DM, 21 April 1737.  There were prob-
ably not too many Scavengers who had fifty 
grand and a country seat, and it is difficult to 
reconcile the same term being used for a man in 
his position as for a common roadsweeper: 

 
In NC, 11 Oct 1740, an advert appeared in 
which a Newcastle bookseller offered a legal 
guide to the roles of various parish officers.  
Most of the others are well-known posts of the 
time to which, each year, some unfortunate {but 
usually fairly senior} member of the local com-
munity was rostered from time to time and had 
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Herewith a number of extracts from provincial newspapers, often reporting wider news than that af-
fecting their home towns.  References:  CM = Caledonian Mercury, DM = Derby Mercury, IJ = Ips-
wich Journal, NC = Newcastle Courant, SM = Stamford Mercury. 
 

NOTE:  All five of these titles were using New Style dating, even before 1752, so the extract dates 
below may be interpreted in the modern manner. 
 

        -:-:-:-:-:- 



to undertake in addition to his normal employ-
ment.  It is interesting to see the much lesser-
known role of Scavenger featuring on the list. 
 

The duties of the Scavenger sometimes became 
more onerous during times of emergency, as 
witness this example from Edinburgh and Leith 
{CM, 24.1.1740} during one of the severest 
British winters on record:  
 

Being a rank-and-file Scavenger on the streets 
of Britain’s largest cities could have its dangers,  
as witness these two London examples {DM, 1 
Jan 1735 and IJ, 5 March 1726 respectively}: 
 

The local authorities were not always satisfied 
with either the Scavengers or the general public 
in respect of their waste-disposal habits {so, 
what’s new?}, and occasionally resorted to ex-
hortations such as this, relating to London, from 
SM, 10 Jan 1740. This comes from the same 
very severe winter as previously discussed, so 
probably it was intended as a reminder of what 
extra was necessary under the unusual condi-
tions. 

 
Public perception of the Scavengers was not 
always good. This extract from SM, 17 Feb 
1737 suggests that sometimes they were defi-
cient in their duties and needed to be bribed: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

...whilst this, from IJ, 14 Mar 1741, suggests 
that Scavengers were regarded, like window 
cleaners today, as being in a profession more 
congenial to crime than most: 
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“Tuefday the Inhabitants of the Borough 
of Southwark prefented a Petition to the 
Hon. Commons, for the better paving and 
cleaning the Streets, fo that they now 
hope it will not be in the Power of dirty 
Fellows, call'd Scavengers, to force their 
Money from them, and at the fame Time 
oblige them to plunge thro’ the Dirt up to 
their Knees to vifit their Neighbours.” 


